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T his report will take a close look at the devastating impacts of the activities of the Ameri-
can Legislative Exchange Council, or ALEC, on communities of color across the country.

ALEC is a highly effective incubator and platform for spreading a broad swath of corporate
and conservative policies. According to its own description, “ALEC lets legislators take a good
idea and turn it into a perect t or the people o their state.”1 In reality, ALEC brings togeth-
er conservative legislators and corporate lobbyists to develop and disseminate model legis-
lation that sustains corporate power and white supremacy, which has ensured that ALEC has
become one of themost powerful, and least known, platforms of its kind in U.S. politics today.

ALEC’s success as a political platform for unaccountable interests is indicative of a more
general phenomenon known as “corporate capture.” In a system o corporate capture, private
industry seizes control of the authority of the state, writing legislation and public policy for
the general public behind the closed doors of a CEO suite. In the case of ALEC, its structure
and infuence provide such a reach into U.S. politics that it resembles the elements o a shad-
ow state apparatus.

This report considers ALEC as a case study of corporate capture in the United States.
Through its network, conservative and corporate interests have “captured” our political pro-
cesses to harness prot, urther entrench white supremacy in the law, and target the saety,
human rights, and self-governance of marginalized communities.

As organizations working within and
alongside those targeted by the laws
ALEC promotes, we are concerned not
just with process, but with outcome,
and particularly the outcome as it im-
pacts communities of color.While white
supremacy and corporate greed were
not born with ALEC, its commitment
to proliferating racist and exploitative
policies is a profound threat to commu-
nities struggling for freedom, equity, and
historical justice.

The case studies and analysis in this report are centered on the experiences of impacted
communities and reveal how corporate capture is an inherently reactionary phenomenon.
Those in power — in this case, the dominant racial and economic classes — commandeer the
machinery of government to suppress dissent and stave off socio-political changes aimed at a
just redistribution of power and resources, using ever more desperate means of enforcing a
racist and exploitative economic and political status quo.

Part 1 of the report will provide an introduction to ALEC. Through a close examination of its
history, mission, and internal workings, we consider the group’s evolution and highlight key
moments of resistance. ALECwas born as a political organizing network for evangelicals
resisting the victories o the Civil RightsMovement. Twenty years later, nding it dicult
to fund only racist conservative policies, the organization opportunistically partnered with
newly politicized corporate entities. The result was the ormation o amutually benecial
nancial and political partnership that brought together conservative religious undamental-
ists and the economic elite of corporate America, who were both determined to control the

[ ALEC's ] commitment to proliferating racist 
and exploitative policies is a profound threat 

to communities struggling for freedom,  
equity, and historical justice.
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levers of political power to continue reproduction of the socio-economic and political cir-
cumstances that perpetuated systemic economic and racial injustices. Here wewill also chart
the rise in recent years of the efforts by racial justice groups to successfully expose ALEC’s
deadly impact on Black and Brown lives.

Part 2 of the report will discuss how ALEC currently operates its platform. A tax-exempt char-
ity, ALEC’s political strength is in its legislative membership, but the institution is nancially
solvent thanks to its dues-paying corporate members. Alarmingly, up to a third of all state
legislators are members of ALEC, as are several hundred corporations. ALEC brings these
lawmakers and corporate executives together behind closed doors twice a year at its conven-
ings. Utilizing the power of ALEC’s platform, members of its notorious task forces write and
vote to approve prefabricated draft laws, and then ALEC lawmakers commit to funnel the
draft laws into state legislatures across the country.

Part 3 provides case studies on the impact of ALEC laws on communities of color.We exam-
ine our specic areas: “Stand Your Ground” laws; Voter ID laws; anti-Boycott, Divestment,
and Sanctions laws; and Critical Inrastructure laws. Each set o laws relates to ALEC’s
mission and history differently but is fundamentally aligned with the interests of the group’s
corporate and conservative members. This section offers analysis of ALEC’s role in support-
ing the proliferation of these laws and documents the origins as well as the harmful effects of
the laws on communities of color and their allies.

Part 4 invites refection on the ways racial justice advocates can resist ALEC’s sophisticat-
ed and coordinated attacks on communities of color. It draws on successes in social justice
movements that have faced similar opposition and offers national and international political
and legislative tactics to mitigate the harms of corporate capture and transfer power back to
the people.

Endnotes

1 American Legislative Exchange Council, 2018 Annual Report, p. 42. Available at: https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2019/09/2018-An-
nual-Report_FINAL_WEB_R1.pdf.

Protest sign by local activists outside ALEC's 2018 Annual Meeting in NewOrleans.
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Pages 4-5 The cross-movement coalition #AbolishALEC protesting outside the 2018 ALECAnnualMeeting in NewOrleans, Louisiana.
Photo: Meg Logue

Page 7 Protest sign by local activists outside ALEC's 2018 AnnualMeeting in NewOrleans. Photo: CCR
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Introduction

E very year, hundreds of new laws in the
United States are passed that emerge

not from the needs or the will of the people,
but rather from a shadow government com-
posed of social conservatives and corpora-
tions seeking to advance their own interests.
Behind closed doors, state and local law-
makers meet with conservative, right-wing
activists and corporate executives (who pay
tens of thousands of dollars for access), and
together designmodel legislation that is then
shipped out to state legislatures across the
country and passed into lawwith alarming
eciency.

This co-opting of systems of governance by
a private, unaccountable economic elite to
advance their own agendas is an example of a
phenomenon known as “corporate capture.” It
is a deliberate strategy employed by corpora-
tions and those atop hierarchical systems of
power and privilege to maintain the social, po-
litical, and economic status quo at the expense
of human rights and ecological justice.

In other words, corporate capture is a weapon to use the political system to further oppress
historically marginalized communities, particularly when those communities demand amore
just distribution of power and protection of the environment.

For more than 46 years, the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) has rened the
practice o corporate capture into a protable and highly eective business model. Since
1973, the group has mastered the art o “pay-to-play” politics to provide an overwhelmingly
powerful political platform that empowers not only the corporations that fund it, but also the
groups that make up its ideologically conservative base.

By exploiting the power of its established networks, ALEC has developed amethodology
that is ecient and eective: its corporate members propose or drat legislation in their own
interest, and their legislative partners introduce those bills into their own legislative bodies.
This happens several hundred times, producing several hundred new laws, in state legisla-
tures across the country each year.3

ALEC has drawn criticism from anti-corruption and watchdog organizations for designing
laws behind closed doors without any input rom the public. ALEC-aliated legislators have
similarly drawn criticism for introducing legislation into their legislative bodies lifted verba-
tim from ALEC documents.4

However, ALEC’s material danger to communities under threat reaches far beyond the
anti-democratic processes through which ALEC drives legislation. People of color are also

Vice President Mike Pence

“I was for ALEC before it was cool.”
 — Vice President Mike Pence2
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disproportionately affected by the goals and impacts of much of the legislation ALEC pushes
or. ALEC is specically devoted to expeditiously spreading racist ideas and corporate agen-
das across the country that target the rights and lives of communities of color.

This section briefy traces the development o the ALEC platorm rom its ounding as a ve-
hicle for politicizing evangelical doctrine and dogma, to its growth as a modern incubator for
codifying corporate power.While adding corporate membership to ALECwas born of neces-
sity — funding only the policies that energized evangelical conservative groups proved un-
sustainable by the early 1990s5 — the comfortable corporate-conservative alliance reveals
the fundamentally illiberal underbelly of corporate capture. Although their individual policy
priorities are not necessarily in perfect alignment, both corporations and social conserva-
tives share an interest in defending a status quo that enables and is built upon the extraction
o prot at an unending human and ecological cost.

Curbing Social Change: A Brief History of ALEC

The second half of the 20th century saw a socio-political revolution in the United States.
Social movements across the country challenged dominant power structures that privileged
a small, powerful elite class of primarily heterosexual, white, wealthy men, while subjugating
everyone else. The Civil Rights and Black Nationalist movements demonstrated immense

people power against a white supremacist
society; the ormation o the American Indian
Movement, or AIM, represented a new incarna-
tion o the centuries-long ght against settler
colonialism; a new eminist movement emerged,
demanding gender equality; the struggle or
queer and trans liberation challenged the
heteronormative patriarchy; and themodern
environmental movement demanded decisive
action on pollution to protect our air, land, and
water. Similar progressive forces brought forth
signicant political change in other countries,
including the decades-long social movements
that successfully overturnedmilitary regimes in
Latin America and colonial regimes across Asia
and Arica. Among all these struggles, the ghts
against apartheid in South African and settler
colonialism in occupied Palestine garnered enor-
mous international attention.

As has been the case throughout history, these
progressive shifts in society and politics were
met with a swift backlash from the dominant
elite determined to maintain the status quo.

The staunchly right-wing American Christian
evangelical movement was particularly resistant to egalitarian social change. After the
U.S. Supreme Court prohibited racial segregation in education in 1954, fundamentalist
Christians reacted everishly to, in their view, “protect” their children by enrolling them in

ALEC emerged in part as a response to progres-
sive social movements of the 20th century, such

as the American IndianMovement (AIM).
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all-white, private evangelical “segregation academies.”6 A tipping point came in 1971, when
the federal government dealt a potentially fatal blow to segregated education by revoking
tax-exempt status rom private schools without a non-discrimination policy.”7 Prominent
American evangelical pastor Jerry Falwell famously complained: “In some states it’s easier to
open amassage parlor than to open a Christian school.”8

Closely following this development was PaulWeyrich, a dedicat-
ed conservative Evangelical Christian and aspiring political activ-
ist who was already interested in building a politicized American
conservative evangelical movement. In the years prior,Weyrich
had tried to rally American evangelicals around a number of con-
servative social causes, including against pornography, for prayer
in schools, and against gender equality. But, by his own account,
those eorts “utterly ailed.”9,10

In response to the creeping social change brought on by progres-
sive political movements, most recently in forced racial inte-
gration, and to advance his staunchly conservative evangelical
political values,Weyrich founded a number of right-wing political
organizations. He soon found that the restrictions on segregated
educationmarked a critical change in his community; his evan-
gelical peers were nally as eager as he was to ght back against
social progress.

At that moment,Weyrich energized a newly politicized conser-
vative evangelical base by opening its eyes to its ability to reclaim
power and roll back civil rights gains through the political process.

One o the organizationsWeyrich ounded at that time, speci-
cally to work behind the scenes in state legislatures, was the American Legislative Exchange
Council. Weyrich left no doubt that his intention in founding ALEC and similar groups was
to overturn the progressing sociopolitical order.What he and others were doing was “dif-
erent rom previous generations o conservatives,” he told an audience. “We are no longer
working to preserve the status quo.We are radicals, working to overturn the present power
structure o this country.” 11 He later elaborated on his fundamentalist counter-revolution-
ary philosophy to his long-time conservative evangelical associate, Richard Viguerie, that
what he was engaged in was war. He said, “it may not be with bullets, and it may not be with
rockets andmissiles, but it is a war, nonetheless. It is a war of ideology, it’s a war of ideas, it’s
a war about our way of life. And it has to be fought with the same intensity, I think, and dedi-
cation as you would ght a shooting war.”12 Such wasWeyrich’s zeal that when former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich refected on the history omodern conservatism, he noted “no single
person other than Ronald Reagan has donemore to create themodern conservative move-
ment than PaulWeyrich”.13

ButWeyrich ‘s and his community’s anaticism— and the fush o unding he received rom
billionaire allies at the outset —was not enough to sustain an organization with such an am-
bitious agenda forever. Almost twenty years after its founding, ALEC found itself in a funding
crisis, with $2million of unfunded liabilities.14 The situation was dire: in 1996, a boardmem-
ber worried that ALEC “will go under i there is not a signicant infux omoney in a short
period o time”15

PaulWeyrich, co-founder of ALEC and
other conservative organizations including the

Heritage Foundation.
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WhileWeyrich and his evangelical peers fought social and
racial progress tooth and nail, corporate America faced
similar challenges to capitalist orthodoxies. In the early
second half of the 20th century, American capitalism faced
unprecedented critiques at home from communities pro-
testing the exploitation of laborers and consumers and the
racial injustices it compounded.While grassroots move-
ments like the Latinx and immigrant farmworkers led by
Cesar Chavez andDolores Huerta challenged the corpo-
rate exploitation of laborers, a newmovement of lawyers
and consumer activists demanded corporate accountabil-
ity and decried the impacts of corporate deregulation on
consumers and the broader public.16

Like their evangelical counterparts, corporate executives
across the country feared the end of their unchecked
dominance. A particularly alarmist group of devout capital-
ists ormed the “League to Save Carthage,” an association
of corporate executives who believed the U.S. was on an
inexorable slide toward socialism. 17

Onemember of the League to Save Carthage, Lewis F.
Powell, drated a highly infuential and now-inamous,
staunchly pro-corporate memo to the Director of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce in 1971 that channeled the panic
spreading through corporate America.18 Powell issued a
call or American businesses to more assertively infuence
all sectors of political and social life. In other words, to
politicize themselves in the sameway thatWeyrich had
been urging evangelicals to do. According to the Powell
memo, at stake was nothing less than “survival — survival
of what we call the free enterprise system, and all that
this means for the strength and prosperity of America and
the reedom o our people.”19 Thememomade plain that
“businesses must learn the lesson … that political power is
necessary.”20

Themessage was well-received.21 Corporate America no
longer feared government, but instead saw in it a major
opportunity to expand their reach in American political life.
Corporations no longer had to play deense; by entering
what Powell called the “neglected political arena,” they
could take the offensive. This was their wake-up call.

A lucrative new lobbying industry emerged. Over the
course of the 1970s, the number of companies with a reg-
istered lobbyist presence inWashington, D.C. grew from
175 to 2,445. Corporations increasingly waded into elec-
toral politics, as well: in the second half of the 1970s, the

Cesar Chavez, co-founder of the
United FarmWorkers Union.

Lewis Powell, lawyer for the tobacco industry

who became a US Supreme Court judge. Author

of 'the Powell Memo'.
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number of companies with political action committees quadrupled. By the end of the decade,
our out o ve Fortune 500 companies had an “External Relations” department, considered
a “rarity” just years earlier. 22

Perfectly positioned to service the growing group of newly politicized corporate execu-
tives was a cash-strapped infuential evangelical Christian organization in search o a viable
economic model to sustain itsel. ALEC identied a lucrative opportunity to stay afoat by
harnessing corporate funding. A report prepared for its leadership outlined a suggested
approach. Specically, the report argued that “ALECmust begin to unctionmore like a

business, and recognize that it has a
product that it provides to a dened
customer base or a ‘prot.’ In other
words, there can be nomission with-
out margin.”23 It continued, “ALEC’s
product is policy, and its customers
are state legislators and private sec-
tor supporters.”24

And where ALEC saw a new and
much needed revenue stream, corpo-

rate executives across the country saw an untapped network o political infuence to roll back
the threat that Powell so desperately warned of.

ALEC revamped its operations to appeal to corporations willing to pay for access. Most nota-
bly, it placed a new emphasis on its Task Forces, the groups that bring together corporations
and lawmakers to draft model laws. ALEC knew, from thememo provided to leadership, that
charging a sizable membership ee to the Task Forces, would prove to be its nancial savior.

With a shift in ALEC’s business model, its fundamental mission necessarily changed in tan-
dem. Recent data compiled by Alexander Hertel-Fernandez, Assistant Professor in Columbia
University’s School of International and Public Affairs, shows that in the ensuing years, ALEC
increasingly prioritized corporate-driven legislation over the conservative social agenda es-
poused by its founders.Whereas as much as 20 percent of ALECmodel legislation between
1977 and 1979 related to “social issues” such as abortion and religious reedom, only our
percent of ALECmodel legislation in this timeframe concerned business regulation issues.
In the following years, corporations pulled ALEC’s focus toward deregulation and corporate
prot. By 1993 to 1995, nearly 50 percent oALECmodel legislation was advancing ALEC
members’ pro-business agenda, while model legislation related to social issues had dropped
to just two percent.25

The group’s focus had swung back somewhat by the early 2000s, and the back-and-forth
continues today, as ALEC’s conservative and pro-corporate members share its platform to
draft and push through legislation to advance their own interests, twisting and corrupting
state-level democratic lawmaking processes to serve their own ends.

The alliance is a natural one: corporate and political elites are two sides of the same prover-
bial political ‘coin’. Capitalist proteering depends on an exploitative economic system that
is based on racial subjugation, and conservative political elites rely on disenfranchising racial
minorities to hold on to political power. Each of these branches of white supremacist pow-
er — economic and political — serve each other’s interests through entities like ALEC that

 “ALEC’s product is policy, 
and its customers are state 
legislators and private  
sector supporters.”
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capture and privatize economic and political power at the expense of his-
torically marginalized people. Though white supremacist political and eco-
nomic power manifest differently in different policy priorities, both thrive by
targeting the human rights and self-governance of communities of color.

The People's Resistance to ALEC 

ALEC nally came under signicant scrutiny bymainstreamAmerican pro-
gressive organizations following a pivotal event in American politics in 2012:
the murder of TrayvonMartin, an unarmed Black teenager killed by aman
namedGeorge Zimmerman in a gated Florida community. Zimmerman, who
fatally shot the teen, was not arrested or charged with a crime for 45 days.26

When he was nally brought into the criminal justice system, commentators
widely doubted that prosecutors could convict him of murder, due to an
arcane statute passed seven years earlier. The now-infamous “Stand Your
Ground” law eliminates the “duty to retreat,” eectively providing legal cov-
er to murder when the would-be defendant murderer feels that their life is
in danger (regardless of whether it actually is).27

When the public learnedmore about the Stand Your Ground law, interest grew in the origins
of the legislation. Soon enough, guided by existing advocacy campaigns, organizers and the
general public turned their eyes to the group behind the law

Several advocacy groups, led by Color of Change, already had their sights set on ALEC in
response to its behind-the-scenes work passing Voter ID laws leading up to the 2012 elec-
tion.28 In a 2011 report, the NAACP singled out ALEC as a source of model voter ID leg-
islation intended to disenfranchise minority voters.29 Also that year, the Center forMedia
and Democracy, having obtained copies of over 800 bills from an internal whistleblower,
launched ALEC Exposed, a website that publishes, analyzes, and tracks ALEC-aliated bills. A
coalition of these groups, including Color of Change and the Center forMedia andDemoc-
racy, also launched a public campaign targeting ALEC and its members with petitions, rallies,
and private outreach. The campaign no-
tably included a call to boycott corporate
sponsors and aliates oALEC.30

But following themurder of Trayvon
Martin, racial justice advocates caught
a glimpse of the wide-reaching impacts
of ALEC’s work on communities of col-
or. The boycott campaign against ALEC
exploded in size and in impact, as more
andmore progressive groups joined in.
Facing pressure fromColor of Change
and a grassroots coalition of racial justice
activists, a number of companies, including
Coca-Cola, PepsiCo,Mars Inc., Wendy’s,
McDonalds, the Gates Foundation, Kraft,
Walgreens, and evenWalmart ended
their long-standing ALECmemberships.31

George Zimmerman was
acquitted of the murder of

TrayvonMartin in part due to
Florida's Stand Your Ground

law.
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Although the companies did not mention ALEC by name, a statement released by ALEC just
days ater losing many corporate sponsors conrms the success o the boycott, or what it
called an “intimidation campaign.”32

As ALEC kept losing different funding sources each week, attracting more negative press
than it ever had in its forty-year history, the group sought to stem the tide of losses by pub-
licly dissolving the ALEC “Public Saety and Elections Task Force” which was responsible or
promoting both voter ID laws and “Stand Your Ground” laws.33 ALEC refused to admit that
the decision to eliminate the task force was due to pressure from the boycott and targeted
advocacy, insisting instead that they were “...redoubling [their] efforts on the economic front,
a priority that has been the hallmark o [the] organization or decades.”34

At the same time, ALEC implemented supercial policy changes internally to defect criticism
o undue corporate infuence. Ater spring 2013, only legislator members oALEC— and
no longer lobbyists — could introduce legislation at ALEC convenings.35 However, documents
made public in a lawsuit led by the Center orMedia andDemocracy revealed that the
change was “just a sham” and corporate members still led the internal policy proposal
process.36

By 2013, following the boycott, advocacy campaign, and decision to end the Task Force,
ALEC sawmore than 100 corporations and 400 state legislators ormally sever aliations.37

With declining membership, the group’s budget was dealt a signicant blow: at the end o the
year, ALEC ound itselwith a $1.2 million budget decit.38

In its 2016-2018 strategic plan, ALEC conrmed the success o the boycott, acknowledging
what it euphemistically called a “dicult period”: “Given its eectiveness, ALEC is close-
ly scrutinized by the Left and has faced especially harsh attacks from those opposed to
free-market policy in the past few years. This caused some upheaval in the organization’s
funding base, as many corporate members and sponsors broke off to avoid controversy….”39

Another form of resistance ALEC has faced since the groundswell of attention it attracted in
2012 has come in the form of litigation, largely led by a pro-transparency and pro-democracy
organization called CommonCause. In April 2012, in the midst of the boycott and aftermath
o TrayvonMartin’s murder, CommonCause led a whistleblower complaint against ALEC,
accusing the organization of commiting wide-reaching tax fraud. The complaint alleges that
ALEC has misrepresented itself to the federal government and has underreported its lobby-
ing activities in order to maintain tax-exempt status.40

Although the watchdog group has led three supplemental submissions to the IRS substanti-
ating their claims against ALEC, and a former head of the IRS division in charge of overseeing
non-prot and exempt organizations led a separate complaint on behal o a group o clergy
called Clergy VOICE, the IRS has taken no public action to date.41 And although ALEC has
not commented publicly on the litigation, in spring 2013, it set up an aliated shadow orga-
nization under the IRS 501(c)(4) classication, called the Jeersonian Project, to conduct the
kind of direct political lobbying that ALEC, as a 501(c)(3), cannot.42 Although ALECmaintains
that it does not conduct political lobbying and is therefore entitled to tax-exempt status, it ac-
knowledged in the internal memo updating its members on the creation of the Jeffersonian
Project that “[a]lthough [they] do not believe any activity carried on by ALEC is lobbying, the
IRS could disagree. If that is the case, it would be possible to resolve any such issue with the
IRS by agreeing to transer the activity in question rom ALEC to the Jeersonian Project.”43
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At the same time, a coalition of organizations, includ-
ing CommonCause and others, has continued ap-
pealing directly to corporations to cut their ties with
ALEC44 and has published a detailed report each year
since 2011 exposing ALEC’s infuence in the state
where it decides to hold its annual conference.45 Sim-
ilarly, a coalition of groups has formed another pres-
sure group called Stand Up to ALEC46 to encourage
constituents to pressure their representatives to cut
ties with ALEC.47

ALECwill continue to attract criticism and attention
so long as it continues to advocate for laws that un-
dermine the social, economic, and political protections
people rely on, particularly people of color. Aside
rom the “Stand Your Ground,” voter ID, anti-Boycott,
Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS), and critical infra-
structure laws covered in this report, there are many
examples of how ALEC has tried, often successfully, to
pass regressive laws that have a distinctly negative im-
pact on people of color. ALEC played a role in bringing
about SB 1070 – the infamous Arizona law that made
it a state misdemeanor crime for an alien to be in Ar-
izona without carrying the required documents. The
law effectively granted authority for law enforcement
to racially proling Latinx people, since it exclusively
targeted undocumented people, or the benet o
ALECmembers operating privately-run immigration detention centers.48

ALEC also supported its private prison industry members to promulgate laws that increased
this industry’s prots, such as “three strikes” and “truth in sentencing” laws, as well as laws
developed by its members in the bail bond industry that privatize the parole process.49 All of
these laws disproportionately impact communities of color.

ALEC has also played a central role in the design and development of the deliberately mis-
named “Right toWork” laws that do nothing to guarantee employment but instead directly
undermine the viability of unions. These laws prevent unions from negotiating contract pro-
visions that require workers to contribute to the costs of worker representation on the job.
Right toWork laws depress wages for Black and brownworkers compared with non-Right to
Work states.50

ALEC has long actively denied that the climate crisis,51 which people of color are dispropor-
tionately impacted by, is caused by carbon emissions resulting from human activity.52 ALEC
wrote in a 2011 submission to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that “carbon
dioxide is a naturally occurring, non-toxic and benecial gas, and it poses no direct threat to
public health. In order to justify regulation, the EPA is relying on an uncertain assumption
that increased carbon dioxide emissions by humans are causing an unprecedented global
temperature increase.”53

2010 protest inWashington, DC against Arizona's
adoption of SB1070.
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While these ALEC efforts, andmany others not covered in this report such as its attacks on
reproductive rights,54 have contributed to the rightward shift in law and politics, ALEC’s at-
tacks on the planet, people of color, and other historically marginalized communities are inad-
vertently adding strength to the growing cross-movement resistance to ALEC’s efforts.What
the legacy of resistance that Center forMedia andDemocracy, CommonCause, Color of
Change and others have shown is that when people of conscience organize and resist, ALEC
is weakened. This history provides the path onwhich a new generation of activists is building.
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B y its own account, ALEC seeks to “...increase individual liberty, prosperity and the
well-being of all Americans by advancing and promoting the principles of limited gov-

ernment, ree markets and ederalism.”55 ALEC’s vague and seemingly benignmission state-
ment disguises how this registered tax-exempt charitable organization regularly convenes
its members, made up of corporate executives, conservative state lawmakers, conservative
activists, and funders, to privately craft self-serving model legislation that advances their
agendas away from public scrutiny.

Far-Right Financing: ALEC’s Membership and Funding

ALEC’s impact comes from its astoundingly broadmembership. According to its ownweb-
site, nearly one-third of all state legislators are members.56 In 2016, it also counted among its
members eight sitting governors, 300 local politicians, and over 200 corporations and con-
servative think tanks with non-prot charitable tax status.57

ALEC’s 2017 budget, the last available ALEC ling to the IRS, was $10.3 million. $8,765,064
of this total revenue stream came from corporate membership dues and grants from conser-
vative foundations, which is equal to almost 90 percent of its revenue.58

In its early years, ALEC did not generate any signicant revenue rom corporations; what
revenue it did generate came from radical conservative foundations like the Adolph Coors
Foundation and the Scaife Foundation.59 Beginning in the early 1990s, ALEC shifted its
funding strategy to more explicitly seek funding from corporations. The strategy proved suc-
cessful, such that between 1988 and 1992 ALECmore than doubled its annual revenue from
$1.5 million to $3.9 million.60

Research indicates that ALEC still re-
ceives a substantial number of grants
fromwealthy far-right conservative
donors; the collection o oundations
run by the Koch brothers donated
more than $3million between 1997
and 2017.61

With legislative members at all levels of government across the country, ALEC has been
extraordinarily effective at passing its favored legislation. It has been reported that in 2009,
ALEC legislators introduced 826 bills and passed 115 into law.62 The New York Times re-
ported that in 2011, “...ALEC typically introducedmore than 1,000 bills based onmodel
legislation each year and passed about 17 percent o them.”63

ALEC’s Corporate Capture Strategy

ALEC is so effective because of the operating model it has perfected. It brings together its
members — corporate, legislative, and otherwise — twice a year to exchange conservative
and corporate ideas they form into draft legislation that they then vote on, and later farm
out to state legislatures to pass into state law. Its signature tactic, however, which has distin-
guished it from other conservative policy think tanks and organizations, is its use of its so-
called ‘Task Forces.”.

Nearly one-third of all state  
legislators are members of ALEC
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Closed-Door Annual Meetings

In ALEC’s ownwords, its meetings are “where the action is.”64 It holds its AnnualMeeting
each summer, shortly after most states’ legislative sessions have ended. There, corporate
leaders, lawmakers, and others with an interest in ALEC’s work come together to attend
workshops, hear keynote speeches, and ultimately forge right-wing social and economic
policy.

The 2016 AnnualMeeting welcomed
more than 2,500 attendees, including an
undisclosed number of state legislators
andmore than 200 business executives
discussing a range of issues in more than
20workshops.65 A leaked copy of the
2015 AnnualMeeting agenda revealed
the corporate make-up and themes
of workshops, as well as the titles of a
number of subcommittees and working
groups.66 The annual meetings often
attract high-prole conservative keynote speakers, many owhom are in powerul govern-
ment positions; in 2016, then Vice Presidential CandidateMike Pence told the audience at
the annual meeting in Indiana that he “...was or ALEC beore it was cool.”67

Each December, ALEC holds a States and Nation Policy Summit, “specically designed to
introduce newmembers to ALEC” ollowing the November elections held a month prior.68 In
addition to welcoming newmembers to ALEC, the winter convening serves as a brainstorm-
ing session for the upcoming state legislative sessions and a forum at which corporate execu-
tives and high-prole conservative politicians lead “...intensive, in-depth educational sessions
addressing issues that will be at the top o state legislative agendas the ollowing year.”69

Speakers at the 2018winter convening included Trump administrationOce oManage-
ment and Budget DirectorMickMulvaney, Secretary of Housing and UrbanDevelopment
Ben Carson, and Senator Ted Cruz.70

Until 2018, ALEC also held a
meeting for members each spring,
but ALEC eliminated this event in
2019, reportedly in response to at
least 366 ALEC-aliated lawmak-
ers losing re-election in Novem-
ber 2018 and several corporate
members cutting ties.71

Advancing Corporate and
Conservative Agendas ThroughModel Legislation

IALEC’s meeting are “where the action is,” its Task Forces are how the work gets done. Co-
chaired by corporate executives and legislators, the Task Forces “bring elected ocials, poli-
cy experts and business leaders together” to advance ALEC’s prot-driven and ideologically
conservative agenda. Each Task Force, like a Congressional subcommittee, covers a policy

The annual meetings often attract 

high-prole conservative keynote  

speakers, many of whom are in powerful 

government positions

Jamie Corey & Lisa Graves,Documented, March 31, 2019
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area and reviewsmodel legisla-
tion before it heads to the full
membership for a broader vote
of approval and adoption. And,
although the Task Forces are
supposed to serve as a neutral
preliminary stage for pending
model legislation, the corporate
members maintain dispropor-
tionate control through veto
power and even the ability to
remove their legislative co-mem-
bers at will (whereas corporate
members can only be removed
“with cause”). 72

ALEC’s Task Forces were in-
spired by the Reagan Adminis-
tration’s “Task Force on Feder-
alism.” Early into his presidency,
Reagan convened a working group to to bring states and the federal government together
to work toward limited government. Early participants included the then national chairman
of ALEC, Tom Stivers, and ALECmembers John Kasich and RoberMonier. Five years after
Reagan convened his Task Force on Federalism, ALEC announced the creation of their own
internal Task Forces, each with a thematic mandate, together covering “virtually every re-
sponsibility o state government.”73

Today, there are 11 Task Forces covering such topics as Energy, Environment, and Agricul-
ture; Federalism; Criminal Justice; and Homeland Security.74

Endnotes

Joseph Coors, co-founder of the Adolph Coors Foundation and president of Coors Brewing
Company, was one o the early nancial backers o ALEC.
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55 American Legislative Exchange Council, Strategic Plan: 2016-2018, https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2016/06/ALEC-Strat-Plan-Fi-
nal-051616.pdf.

56 LegislativeMembership webpage, American Legislative Exchange Council, https://www.alec.org/membership-type/legislative-mem-
bership/.

57 American Legislative Exchange Council, Strategic Plan: 2016-2018, https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2016/06/ALEC-Strat-Plan-Fi-
nal-051616.pdf.

58 American Legislative Exchange Council IRS Form 990, Year 2017,
https://990s.foundationcenter.org/990_pdf_archive/520/520140979/520140979_201712_990.pdf.

59 Jason Stahl, Right Moves: The Conservative Think Tank in American Political Culture since 1945 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press), 71-72.

60 American Legislative Exchange Council, “Winning the Debate in the States: 1992 Annual Report,” published by Legacy Tobacco Ar-
chives, University of California, San Francisco, https://www.industrydocuments.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/#id=hqyn0037.

61 Greenpeace USA, “American Legislative Exchange Council — Koch Industries Climate Denial Front Group,” webpage, https://www.
greenpeace.org/usa/global-warming/climate-deniers/front-groups/american-legislative-exchange-council-alec/.
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T he parallel ideological priorities that co-exist within ALEC, advancing both conservative
social policy and opportunities or corporate prot-making, drive its current political

eorts. These objectives refect the two central elements oALEC’s mission: on one side,
its conservative evangelical roots continue to resist social progress, while on the other, the
corporate members continue to advance deregulation and privatization.

But whether motivated by corporate prot or conservative ideology, ALEC’s behind-the-
scenes maneuvering consistently has a disproportionate and harmful impact on communities
of color. In some areas of law, the link between corporate interests and attacks on communi-
ties o color is clear. For example, in the name o protecting prots o oil and gas companies,
ALEC has sponsored so-called “critical inrastructure” bills that dramatically enhance crimi-
nal penalties for the Indigenous water protectors (and their allies) who protest construction
of fossil fuel infrastructure projects. As introduced in Part I, ALECwas also critical to the
proliferation of Stand Your Ground laws in state legislatures around the country, protecting
NRA prots while endangering Black lives.

On other issues covered in this report,
like voter ID and anti-Boycott, Divest-
ment, and Sanction bills,75 we see a
modern incarnation of ALEC’s ideolog-
ical fundamentalist evangelical roots.
ALEC’s members rely on its powerful
political platform to advance the white
supremacist ideology of right-wing
evangelical groups. AsWeyrich sought
to on racial segregation, today’s ALEC
seeks not only to pass favored pieces of legislation, but to change the terms of the debate
itself. By lending its political platform to the reactionary forces behind bills seeking to vilify
an entire movement or human rights and re-dene “antisemitism” to serve its own political
ends,76 ALEC empowers PaulWeyrich’s modern-day evangelical and fundamentalist coun-
terparts in their quest to redene the social order.

Part 3 of the report will detail four areas of legislation that ALEC has recently promoted or is
currently championing and illustrate how each has disproportionately targeted and affected
communities of color beginning with a discussion of ALEC’s involvement in providing a plat-
orm or encouraging passage o “Stand Your Ground” laws across the country. These laws
can be traced back to the National Rife Association (NRA), a corporate member o the group
representing the interests o gun and ammunition manuacturers, but have been ercely
opposed by racial justice groups for the impunity they have extended to those whomurder
Black people.

The focus will thenmove to so-called voter ID laws, a modern-day reincarnation of Jim Crow
voting restrictions designed to suppress the power of Black and Brown communities in the
political system. These the anti-democratic measures further the beliefs of ALEC’s co-found-
er, PaulWeyrich, that “not everyone should vote,” perpetuating white supremacy over politi-
cal power.77

Part 3 will then consider “critical inrastructure” laws, pieces o legislation that strengthen
the power o the legal system to criminalize Indigenous and allied water protectors ghting
to resist the expansion of this country’s vast and dangerous oil and gas infrastructure. Con-

ALEC’s behind-the-scenes maneuvering 

consistently has a disproportionate and 

harmful impact on communities of color
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ceived o by representatives o the oil and gas industry to protect corporate prots, “critical
inrastructure” laws have continued this country’s long legacy o criminalizing Indigenous
people who have never stopped protesting against the theft of their land, resources, and
wealth, and the accumulation of power by the white elite of the U.S.

The nal section o Part 3 will consider “anti-BDS laws,” which
are designed to delegitimize and attack a Palestinian-led boycott
movement for human rights. That ALEC is involved in supporting
the passage of these laws is perhaps unsurprising given ALEC’s
deep evangelical history. It was tele-evangelist Jerry Falwell, a
close contemporary of ALEC founder PaulWeyrich, who said “to
stand against Israel is to stand against God.” The roots o unda-
mentalist Christian support for Zionism stretch back to at least
the writings of JohnDarby in themid-1800s, and carry through
to the present day, with most modern evangelicals believing that
the creation of Israel is a necessary step to bringing about the
second coming of Jesus Christ.78 Hence, it is no surprise that
conservative Christian evangelical groups within ALEC played
an infuential role in supporting passage o a set o laws designed
to criminalize advocacy for Palestinian rights.

For each area of legislation, the report will give a brief historical
overview of the laws and detail the use by ALECmembers of
its platform to raise-awareness about and repackage emerging
pro-conservative and pro-corporate issues into draft laws that
are distributed to and passed through state legislatures across
the country. The sections belowwill then examine the specic
harms these laws have on communities of color.

‘Stand Your Ground’ laws

The Origin

Twenty-seven states now have a “Castle Doctrine” or “Stand Your Ground” law similar to the
rst one developed in Florida, SB 436, which was signed into law by Governor Jeb Bush on
April 26, 2005.79 Section 3 reads:

A person who is not engaged in an unlawful activity and who is attacked in any other
place where he or she has a right to be has no duty to retreat and has the right to
stand his or her ground and meet force with force, including deadly force if he or she
reasonably believes it is necessary to do so to prevent death or great bodily harm to
himself or herself or another or to prevent the commission of a forcible felony.80

The lawwas drated byMarion Hammer, the National Rife Association’s (NRA) lobbyist in
Florida and former president of the NRA.81 The NRA is a long-timemember of ALEC, and
Hammer had developed a particularly strong reputation or infuencing Florida politicians to
pass legislation favorable to gunmanufacturers.82 As Paul Flemming, then-reporter for Flor-
ida Today told a media watchdog, “There is no doubt about it.… All of the gun laws that come
through the Florida legislature, she writes.”83

Sign at #AbolishALEC protest, ALEC
Annual Meeting, NewOrleans, July 2018.
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The Role of ALEC

The primary sponsors or Florida’s “Stand Your Ground” bill were ALECmembers state
Representative Dennis Baxley and state Senator Durell Peadon.84 The lawmakers worked
closely withMarion Hammer and the NRA to pass the law, and their partnership exemplies
both the close relationships between gun lobbyists and elected ocials, and themechanism
for proliferating ALEC legislation throughout the country. In 2005, the NRA described how
it utilized the ALEC platorm to support wider adoption o “Stand Your Ground” laws in other
states:

Marion Hammer presented the ALECCriminal Justice Task Force with pro-
posed legislation based on Florida’s landmark “Castle Doctrine” law, that
passed in Florida earlier this year. Her talk was well-received, and the Task
Force subsequently adopted themeasure unanimously. It will ocially become
ALECModel Legislation in 30 days if there is no objection from the ALEC
Board of Directors.85

Indeed, our months ater the Florida “Stand Your Ground” lawwas passed, the ALECBoard
of Directors approved themodel legislation in August 2005.86 Furthermore, former ALEC
employee and currentMaryland state
senatorMichael Hough indicated
publicly that ALECworked with the
NRA to develop themodel policy, and
then introduced it in states across the
country. OnNRA TV he stated that, “we
worked with the NRAwith that, that’s
one of our model bills that we have
states introduce.”87

The NRA heightened its investment
and support of ALEC in later years,
and, according to research by Progress
Florida, “The NRA co-chaired the ALEC
Public Safety and Elections Task Force
from 2008 to 2011, and has made large
contributions to the group – for exam-
ple, in 2011, the NRA donated $25,000
to ALEC to achieve “Vice-Chairman”
level sponsorship for the annual
conerence.”88

The NRA’s return on its investment in ALEC, and the passage of Stand Your Ground laws,
comes in the orm o contributions it receives rom the rearms industry. A detailed report
on corporate sponsorship of the NRA and found that “[c]ontributions to the NRA from the
rearms industry since 2005 total between $14.7 million and $38.9 million.”89 The report
also noted that “[i]n a promotional brochure for the program, NRA Executive-Vice President
Wayne LaPierre promises that the ‘National Rife Association’s newly expanded Corporate
Partners Program is an opportunity for corporations to partner with the NRA....This program
is geared toward your company’s corporate interests.’” 90

Gov. Jeb Bush, center, hands a pen used to sign a Gun Bill to Marion Hammer

o the National Rife Association.
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In the year following Florida’s passage of its Stand Your
Ground law, and after ALEC had approved amodel policy,
13 states passed a similar version.91 According to the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislatures, “laws in at least 25
states allow that there is no duty to retreat an attacker in
any place in which one is lawully present” and “at least ten
of those states include language stating onemay ‘stand his
or her ground.’”92

Stand Your Ground Laws’ Impact on People of Color

In 2012, Floridian George Zimmerman shot and killed an
unarmed, 17-year-old Black teenager named TrayvonMar-
tin. Trayvon was a student fromKrop Senior High School
outsideMiami, and had been visiting his father in Sanford,
Florida when he was killed. Zimmerman was a neighbor-
hood watch captain or “The Retreat at Twin Lakes,” a gated
community in Sanford, and was patrolling the neighbor-
hood the night that he killed Trayvon.93 Timemagazine
reported on the incident a fewweeks later:

Martin was in the gated community with his father
as they visited the home of family friends. He had
gone to a nearby 7-11 for snacks and was on his way
back to the house when he was spotted by Zimmer-
man, who called police to report a “real suspicious
guy.” He told the dispatcher thatMartin “looks like
he’s up to no good or he’s on drugs or something.”
He describedMartin as having his hand on his
waistband, carrying an object, and coming towards
him. “And he’s a black male…Something’s wrong with
him…These a**holes, they always get away.”94

In July 2013 a jury found Zimmerman not guilty of sec-
ond-degreemurder or manslaughter.

In a media interviewwith CNN’s Anderson Cooper after
the verdict, a juror explained how Stand Your Ground had
played a role in determining Zimmerman’s culpability:

COOPER: Because of the two options you had, second
degreemurder or manslaughter, you felt neither
applied?

JUROR: Right. Because of the heat of themoment
and the Stand Your Ground. He had a right to de-
fend himself. If he felt threatened that his life was
going to be taken away from him or he was going to
have bodily harm, he had a right.95
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Since Stand Your Ground laws have
becomemore widespread across
the United States, researchers
have begun to examine their im-
pact. A widely cited 2016 study
published in the Journal of the
AmericanMedical Association found
that:

Since Florida’s stand your
ground law took effect in
October 2005, rates of
homicide and homicide by
rearm in the state have
signicantly increased;
through 2014, monthly
rates of homicide increased
by 24.4% andmonthly rates
o homicide by rearm by 31.6%. These increases appear to have occurred
despite a general decline in homicide in the United States since the early
1990s.96 In contrast, rates o homicide and homicide by rearm did not
increase in states without a stand your ground law (New York, New Jersey,
Ohio, and Virginia), or or either suicide or suicide by rearm. Our ndings
support the hypothesis that increases in the homicide and homicide by re-
arm rates in Florida are related to the stand your ground law.97

A 2013 study byUrban Institute examined the intersection o race and justiable homicide
rates in states with and without stand your ground laws. The study found that:

Overall, the rate o justiable homicides is almost six times higher in
cases with attributes that match theMartin case. Racial disparities are
much larger, as white-on-black homicides have justiable ndings 33
percentage points more often than black-on-white homicides. Stand
your ground [SYG] laws appear to exacerbate those differences, as cas-
es overall are signicantly more likely to be ruled justied in SYG states
than in non-SYG states.98

The study noted that, “with respect to race, controlling for all other case attributes, the odds
that a white-on-black homicide is ound justied is 281 percent greater than the odds a
white-on-white homicide is ound justied. By contrast, a black-on-white homicide has barely
hal the odds o being ruled justiable relative to white-on-white homicides.”99

Voter ID bills

The Origin

Measures to disenfranchise people of color abound in U.S. history. For example, strategies by
white supremacists, such as administering reading tests to would-be Black voters, have been
in existence since the beginning of the Jim Crow era.

TrayvonMartin's parents at Million Hoodies Union Square protest
in New York, 2012
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In a 1940 address to union workers,
President Roosevelt stated that
“there are some political candidates
who think that they may have a
chance of election, if only the total
vote is small enough.”100

In the wake of the controversial
2000U.S. presidential election
where, by one estimate, almost two
million votes were disqualied,101

former presidents JimmyCarter
and Gerald Ford formed the Nation-
al Commission on Federal Election Reform (known also as the ‘Carter-Ford Commission’),
with various recommendations, one of which was a voter ID requirement. Federal legislation
followed in the form of the ‘Help America Vote Act’ (HAVA) in 2002, which included a voter
ID requirement or rst-time voters.102 Following the 2004 presidential election, former
President Carter again established a commission to examine ways of further amending the
electoral voting system, this time together with former Secretary of State James A. Baker III.
In 2005, their commission issued a report entitled “Building Condence in U.S. Elections.”103

The co-chairs o the report justied the need or urther reorms by noting that, “many
Americans thought that one report — the Carter-Ford Commission— and one law— the
Help America Vote Act o 2002 (HAVA) —would be enough to x the system. It isn’t.” As
such, they said, “we are recommending a photo ID system for voters designed to increase
registration with a more armative and aggressive role or states in nding new voters and
providing free IDs for those without driver’s licenses. The formula we recommendwill result
in bothmore integrity andmore access.”104

One commissioner, Professor Spencer Overton, strong-
ly disagreed with the ndings o the Carter-Baker 2005
Commission he was a part of. Overton noted that the voter
ID recommendation is “more extreme than any ID require-
ment adopted in any state to date…. The existing evidence
suggests that the type of fraud addressed by photo ID
requirements is extraordinarily small and that the number
of eligible citizens whowould be denied their right to vote
as a result of the Commission’s ID proposal is exceedingly
large.” On procedural issues Commissioner Overton raised
his dissent by stating that the “commission’s reliance on
anecdotes and political sound bites — rather than empirical
data, testimony by top experts, and rigorous analysis —
undermines its credibility.”105

In the 2006U.S. midterm federal elections, Democrats
made signicant advances, gaining control o the House
and Senate. In the aftermath, Republicans alleged that
“voter raud” played a role in delivering election wins or
the Democrats. Royal Masset, the former political director

Headline in The King'sWeekly following the 1898midterm elections, North Carolina.

Protestor at Occupy Boston protest in 2011
against Voter ID laws.
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for the Republican Party of Texas and skeptic of the need for
voter ID laws, informed a reporter for the Houston Chronicle
that:

We ullled our conservative agenda. To appear newwe
tookmore andmore extreme positions.We became ar-
rogant and self righteous… It’s almost a religious part of
the Republican canon that Democrats are stealing these
elections. It’s a lie. It’s not true. It does not exist. I must
have gotten 200 calls from people whowanted a crimi-
nal investigation of so-and-so because they lost by 100
votes and were sure there was fraud. They could never
prove anything.106

The results of an investigation launched by the U.S. Department
of Justice between 2002 and 2005 found almost no evidence at
all to substantiate the long-held conspiracy theory of voter fraud that Republican politicians
have repeated ad nauseum to justify the need for voter ID laws.107 Republicans’ insistence on
the presence of voter fraud only increased following the 2008 election of President Barack
Obama.

The Role of ALEC

In June 2009, ALEC’s publication Inside ALEC ran a story called “Preventing Voter Fraud,”
detailing what voter ID bills should include to survive constitutional challenges. The guide-
lines were based on the 2005 Carter-Baker Commission and the Supreme Court ndings in
Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, a case involving a dispute over Indiana’s 2005 voter
ID law.108 ALEC stressed in its publication that to“improve the chances of a law being upheld
in court,” voter ID bills should include distribution o ree voter ID cards, availability o provi-
sional ballots as well as strong promotion of the new law and comprehensive distribution of
ID cards. These elements were incorporated into ALEC’s “Taxpayer and Citizen Protection
Act” which was drated by its Criminal Justice andHomeland Security Task Force and ap-
proved by ALEC’s Board of Directors in June 2008.109 In August 2009, ALEC held its annual
meeting, and the ALEC Board oDirectors approved ALEC’s “Voter ID Act,” produced by the

ALEC Task Force on Public Safety and Elections.110

These pieces of ALECmodel legislation contain
many provisions, but essentially the rst requires
voters to demonstrate U.S. citizenship prior to
voting or registering to vote, and the second re-
quires all voters to show certain types of ID prior
to voting.

Between 2008-2010, the years immediately
following the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, no state
passed a strict voter ID law requiring photo iden-
tication (althoughOklahoma, Utah, and Idaho
passed laws with what the non-partisan National
Conference of State Legislatures calls “non-strict,

of African-American
citizens of voting age
lack government-issued
photo ID, compared to
8% ofwhites.25%

Up to

Voter ID laws are deliberately discriminatory.

Supporters of Voter ID claim that
obtaining an ID needed for voting is free.
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non-photo ID requirement”).111 However, when Republicans
gained full control of an additional 11 state legislatures in the
2010midterm elections, ALECmoved ast. In 2011, ve strict
photo ID laws and one non-strict law passed through state
legislatures — all Republican controlled and all sponsored by
ALEC-member lawmakers.112 Others followed in 2012 and
2013, but the pace has since slowed.113 All told, 35 states now
have some form of voter ID law in effect.114

Voter ID Laws’ Impact on People of Color

“I want to seemy vote counted. Let me be there. I wanna be
there. I want to see that,” 78-year-old Alberta Currie, a Black
woman fromHopeMills in North Carolina, told a reporter in
2013.115 At the time, the Republican-controlled legislature of
North Carolina had recently passed a law, SL 2013-381 (also re-
ferred to as House Bill 589, before it was amended and passed
in the NC Senate),116 aimed at restricting the ability of people of
color to vote. In the phrasing used by the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit, “we can only conclude that the North
Carolina General Assembly enacted the challenged provisions
o the lawwith discriminatory intent”. 117

All four of the principal lawmakers who sponsored the bill in the
North Carolina Legislature have been involved in ALEC, three
of them as active members of ALEC Task Forces.118

The “challenged provisions” o the new law, “required in-person
voters to show certain photo IDs, beginning in 2016, which
African Americans disproportionately lacked, and eliminated or
reduced registration and voting access tools that African Ameri-
cans disproportionately used.”119

One o those “voting access tools” was early voting. North
Carolina’s law cut the amount of time available for early vot-
ing, from 17 days to 10 days, and required all voters to provide
one of a group of state-issued forms of ID prior to voting. Early
voting is particularly popular among rural Black voters in North
Carolina. Albert Currie and themembers of her small church in
HopeMills relied on her community church’s effort to provide
transport to the voting booth on the rst Sunday o early voting.
As the pastor of the NewOxley Hill Baptist Church inMerry
Hill, N.C. reported, “many of these persons don’t have cars. They
can’t aord automobiles.”120 Elaborating on the objective of the
North Carolina legislature to restrict early voting by a week,
longtime Republican consultant CarterWrenn told theWash-
ington Post, “of course it’s political. Why else would you do it? …
Look, if African Americans voted overwhelmingly Republican,
they would have kept early voting right where it was.”121 An-

North Carolina’s voter ID lawwas specifcally
designed to “target African Americanswith
almost surgical precision”—U.S. Court of

Appeals Court for the Fourth Circuit.

“
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I want to seemy vote counted.
Let me be there. I wanna be
there. I want to see that.

78 year-old Alberta Currie,
a Black woman fromHopeMills,
North Carolina, told a reporter in 2013
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other Republican ocial also provided insight into the intent behind the voter ID eature o
the law. Don Yelton, Republican precinct chair, stated that this requirement of the lawwould
“disenfranchise some of [Democrats’] special voting blocks…. That within itself is the reason
or the photo voter ID. Period. End o discussion.”122

The U.S. Court oAppeals or the Fourth Circuit, in nding that the lawwas specically de-
signed to “target Arican Americans with almost surgical precision,” cited the requests Re-
publican ocials hadmade o the North Carolina elections board in themonths leading up to
the passage of the bill through the legislature:

“Prior to and during the limited debate on the expanded omnibus bill, mem-
bers of the General Assembly requested and received a breakdown by race of
DMV-issued ID ownership, absentee voting, early voting, same-day registra-
tion, and provisional voting (which includes out-of-precinct voting). This data
revealed that African Americans disproportionately used early voting, same-
day registration, and out-of-precinct voting, and disproportionately lacked
DMV-issued ID. Not only that, it also revealed that African Americans did not
disproportionately use absentee voting; whites did. SL 2013-381 drastically
restricted all of these other forms of access to the franchise, but exempted
absentee voting from the photo ID requirement. In sum, relying on this racial
data, the General Assembly enacted legislation restricting all — and only —
practices disproportionately used by African Americans.123

The targeting of African Americans that took place in North Carolina has happened else-
where. In 2011, Texas passed a voter ID law, S.B. 14, which required voters to show one of
six orms o government-issued photo identi-
cation in order to vote: a state driver’s license
or ID card, a concealed handgun license, a
U.S. passport, a military ID card, or a U.S.
citizenship certicate with a photo. A study by
political scientists Eitan Hersh and Stephen
Ansolabehere found that “white registered
voters are signicantly more likely to possess
a voter ID than African-American or Hispanic
voters.”124 Commenting to a Tufts University
magazine about the study, Hersh noted that “in
the last decade, states have been changing rules about registration, early voting, and voter
ID…. Voter ID is particularly controversial, because some of these laws seem to have been
passed into lawwith a discriminatory intent.”125 Hersh has served as an expert witness for the
Department o Justice in litigation led to challenge S.B. 14. Similarly, a 2018 study by Phoe-
be Henninger, MarcMeredith, andMichael Morse found that, based on data fromMichigan,
“non-white voters are between 2.5 and 6 timesmore likely than white voters to lack photo
ID.”126

Anti-Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions Bills

The Origin

In 2005, as part of the justice movement for Palestinian liberation and in light of a coun-
terproductive peace process, Palestinian civil society launched a call for global solidarity

“...white registered voters are  

signicantly more likely to possess  

a voter ID than African-American or  

Hispanic voters.”
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to pressure the state of Israel to comply with in-
ternational law and its human rights obligations to
Palestinians. Hundreds of Palestinian organizations,
individuals, and political parties called on the inter-
national community to commit to broad boycotts,
divestment initiatives , embargoes, and sanctions
(similar to those applied to South Africa during the
apartheid era) to be levied against Israel “for the
sake o justice and genuine peace.”127

The call for boycott, divestment, and sanctions
(BDS) urged the international community to main-
tain this pressure until Israel meets its obligations
under international law by “1. Ending its occupation
and colonization of all Arab lands and dismantling
the [Separation]Wall; 2. Recognizing the undamen-
tal rights of the Arab-Palestinian citizens of Israel to
ull equality; and 3. Respecting, protecting and pro-
moting the rights of Palestinian refugees to return

to their homes and properties as stipulated in UN resolution 194.”

In the intervening decade, the international solidarity movement for Palestinian rights has
grown exponentially, drawing particular strength from student organizers on college cam-
puses across the country.128 The growth of themovement for justice in Palestine has also
coincided with a renewed commitment across social justice struggles to the praxis of solidar-
ity and what Dr. Angela Davis calls the “indivisibility o justice.”129 In response to this surge in
activism and organizing, state and local governments across the United States have respond-
ed by cracking down on the right to protest and boycott Israel’s policies, as well as to speak
openly about Palestinian human rights.130 Many suchmeasures mention the boycott of Israel
and the BDSmovement by name.

InMay 2015, the state legislature of Illinois broke ground when it unanimously passed the
rst state law to use themachinery o government to explicitly punish boycotts in support
of Palestinian rights. The law established a blacklist of foreign companies that engage in a
boycott of Israel, and divested public employees’ pension funds from those companies.131,132

Governor Bruce Rauner signed the bill into law in July of that year.

At the time, it was widely covered in themedia that the Jewish United Fund (JUF) was cen-
tral to generating political support for the bill.133 In its own statement, JUF noted that its As-
sociate Vice President for Government Affairs, Suzanne Strassberger, “worked closely with
the sponsors in Springeld [the state capital o Illinois] to move the legislation orward,” and,
“in addition to lobbying in Springeld, JUF helpedmobilize voter outreach to legislators.”134

The support was acknowledged and appreciated by Governor Rauner’s political aides: “JUF
played a critical role in the passage o this important legislation,” said Richard Goldberg, the
governor’s deputy chief of staff for legislative affairs, who noted that the governor appreciat-
ed “JUF’s strong partnership in combating BDS.”135 The JUF president added, “We anticipate
that this legislation will become amodel or similar action in many other states.”

In the followingmonths, manymore state legislatures followed suit, drawing from a set of
identical tactics to retaliate against business entities that engaged in the boycott of Israel. In

Dr. Angela Davis, author of "Freedom is a Con-
stant Struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, and the

Foundations of aMovement" lectures at
Columbia University in 2014.
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March 2016, Florida Governor Rick Scott signed into law
ameasure both divesting public pensions from, and pro-
hibiting public entities from entering into certain contracts
with, companies that boycott Israel, in addition to creating
a publicly available blacklist.136 That samemonth, the gov-
ernor of Colorado signed a law divesting public pensions
from companies that boycott Israel.137 Also inMarch 2016,
the governor of Arizona signed into law ameasure divest-
ing public pensions from companies that boycott Israel and
prohibiting public entities from entering into contracts with
such companies.138

Later that year, the Ohio state legislature also prohibited
public entities from entering into contracts with companies
that boycott Israel.139 The Indiana state legislature passed—
and then-GovernorMike Pence signed into law— a provi-
sion prohibiting public entities from doing business with
companies that boycott Israel and also creating a blacklist.

By April 2019, according to Palestine Legal, 27 states have
anti-boycott laws, including ve states where governors
issued executive orders.140 Since 2014, more than 100mea-
sures targeting boycotts and advocacy for Palestinian rights
have been introduced in state and local legislatures across the country, as well as in the U.S.
Congress.141

InMarch 2018 the Florida legislature amended a comprehensive anti-BDS bill it passed in
2016, to broaden its scope to apply to all contracts (not just those above $1million, as had
been the case previously).142 A differentMay 2019 law deployed a new tactic to silence
critics o Israel, redening anti-discrimination to include antisemitism.While the 2019 law
rightly adds religion as a protected category under Florida’s public education anti-discrimi-
nation law, it goes on to dene antisemitism as virtually any criticism o Israel, and requires
public education institutions to use that denition when investigating allegations o antisemi-
tism. 143 A similar measure was written into law in South Carolina inMay 2018.144

The Role of ALEC

The Center forMedia andDemocracy has revealed that two anti-BDSmeasures were
introduced as potential ALECmodel legislation at an annual ALEC summit in December
2015: “Resolution on Countering the BDSmovement” and the “Protection and Enorcement
against the Commercial Exclusion o Israel Act.”145 According to ALEC’s website, the resolu-
tion was formally introduced as model legislation during the annual ALEC conference held
the following July.146 Reports linkedWisconsin State Senator and ALEC national chairwoman
Leah Vukmir to themodel legislation; she had written her own alarmist article on the BDS
movement on ALEC’s online blog just weeks earlier, calling it “economic terrorism.” 147

The language of the model legislation is not publicly available. However, the bill’s summary
makes clear that it seeks to retaliate against the BDSmovement in exactly the sameway as
the spate of anti-BDS bills that emerged several months later in state legislatures across the
country. The goal of the bill, according to ALEC, is to “to create disincentives to engaging in . .

Rick Scott, former Florida Governor now
Senator, signed an anti-boycott measure

into law inMarch 2016.
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Jay Sekulow, President Trump's personal attorney, is also
the chief counsel of the ACLJ, a right-wing Christian evan-

gelical organization advancing anti-boycott legislation.
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. boycott activities . . . [that have] the intention of
creating signicant economic harm to Israeli or
Jewish entities by exerting coercive economic
pressure on those doing business with them.”148

Notably, the primary group collaborating with
ALEC to promote anti-BDS legislation was a
right-wing Christian evangelical organization
called the American Center for Law and Jus-
tice (ACLJ), founded by the tele-evangelist Pat
Robertson in 1990. For decades, although in-
creasingly so in recent years, some of the most
strident supporters of Israel and Zionism in the
United States have been Christian evangelicals
like Robertson, who espouse a fundamenalist
philosophy of Christian Zionism.149

Today, ACLJ, which is closely associated with Jay Sekulow, President Trump’s personal attor-
ney, is a religious 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization with a 2016 budget of over $53million.
ACLJ has worked behind the scenes with ALEC to develop and help push for the adoption
of anti-BDS legislation, including by presenting on the legislation to ALEC lawmakers at its
conferences.150

In many of the 27 states that have adopted anti-BDSmeasures, the main sponsors of those
bills have been closely with ALEC. In Georgia, SB327was co-sponsored by state Senator
Judson Hill, who was named ALEC ‘Legislator of the Year’ just a few years earlier.151 In Ten-
nessee, SB1250was introduced by state Senator Dolores Gresham, who has served on
ALEC’s Education Task Force.152 Similarly, in Indiana, HB1378was authored by Representa-
tive Brian Bosma, who has served ALEC as amember of its Energy, Environment and Agricul-
ture Task Force153 and its Civil Justice Task Force.154

And two years after introducing
ALEC to anti-BDS legislation as the
group’s national chairwoman, Sen.
Leah Vukmir introduced it to her
own state legislature inWisconsin
in late 2017. The bill, co-authored
by Vukmir, was signed into law in
April 2018.155 TheWisconsin bill,
adopted as 2017 Act 248, prohibits
all public entities from doing busi-
ness with any entities that boycott
Israel.

A recentGuardian report revealed
ALEC’s role in coordinating an up-
coming dissemination of bills seek-
ing to quell criticism of Israel in U.S.
public schools and universities by la-
beling it as “antisemitic” or “discrimi-

Protesters in FergusonMissouri take part in the 2014 Palestine
contingent of "Ferguson October."
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natory.” E-mails obtained by theGuardian show that Florida state Representative Randy Fine,
who sponsored Florida’s own legislation, presented on his recent legislative accomplishment
at ALEC’s annual conference held in August 2019. Fine was eager for the meeting’s attend-
ees, which included state lawmakers from South Carolina, North Carolina, Arkansas, Kansas,
andOklahoma, to coordinate their own state legislative advocacy with the Israeli-American
Coalition for Action, which he praised for supporting the legislative push in his own state.156

Responding to that email, a representative of the group boasted that their legal team had
“rened [the bill] into a model that can be brought elsewhere,” and encouragedmembers to
contact them or ALECNational Chairman Rep. Alan Clemmons of South Carolina for “policy
support.”157

Anti-BDS Laws’ Impact on People of Color

While it is clear that anti-BDS laws are a
direct attack on the constitutionally-pro-
tected First Amendment right to boy-
cott,158 they are also just one tactic in a
long legacy of attacks on
the rights of Palestinians. Themovement
for Palestinian rights is broad and diverse,
with supporters from all sectors of so-
ciety.While the laws target Palestinian
rights advocates writ large, Arab-Ameri-
can, Black, Brown, and Indigenous people who have been central to the growing cross-move-
ment defense of the rights of Palestinians have also clearly been
impacted.

As in other struggles for justice, it is people of color that are disproportionately affected by
backlash that movements face. For example, the Israeli government deems Black-Palestinian
solidarity so threatening that it has attempted to implement a strategy to expressly target
theMovement for Black Lives’ support for Palestinian rights.159

Students of color who support Palestinian rights have also found themselves singled out
and targeted by right-wing extremistss like David Horowitz. He has been referred to by the
Southern Poverty LawCenter as “one oAmerica’s most dangerous hatemongers” and “the
godather o the modern anti-Muslimmovement”. Like other Islamophobic right-wing com-
mentators, Horowitz frequently ties his anti-Muslim and anti-Black diatribes together with
his hatred of Palestinians.160 Horowitz has used posters and speeches to target students and
professors of color who support Palestinian rights.161 ALEC hosted Horowitz at its annual
meeting in NewOrleans in 2018. During a breakfast session, Horowitz claimed that “at the
K-12 level, school curricula have been turned over to racist organizations like Black Lives
Matter and terrorist organizations like theMuslim Brotherhood.”162

Online campaigns like those run on the CanaryMission website deliberately smear the
reputations of people who advocate for the rights of Palestinians, and they overwhelming
focus on people of color. The Palestinian rights advocacy organisation, Jewish Voice for
Peace, reported on the shadowy activities of CanaryMission and found that “[t]he students
targeted by CanaryMission are overwhelmingly Palestinian, Arab, Muslim and/or students of
color”. The report continued, “in a national climate marked by rising Islamophobia, anti-Arab

Anti-BDS laws chill, punish, or attempt to 
punish speakers supporting Palestinian 
rights... designed to silence expressive  
advocacy that challenges the injustices  

of Israeli state policy
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and anti-black racism, CanaryMission’s smear campaign only adds uel to the re, exposing
alreadymarginalized campus communities to additional surveillance, harassment and even
physical danger.”163

These andmany other examples of the widespread attack on Palestinian rights advocates
and their allies are compounded by the wave of anti-BDS laws that has occured in recent
years. The analysis of the impact of these lawsmust be seen together with this wider animus
directed towardMuslims and people of Arab descent, particularly Palestinians and Palestin-
ian-Americans.

Consider the impact of a 2017 Texas law, sponsored by Phil King, who was National Chair
of ALEC in 2015 and is a member of the Board of Directors.164 The 2017 law stipulated that
“a governmental entity may not enter into a contract with a company for goods or services
unless the contract contains a written verication rom the company that it: (1) does not
boycott Israel; and (2) will not boycott Israel during the term o the contract.” A Palestin-
ian-American speech language pathologist, who was born in Austria but has lived in the U.S.
for thirty years, has worked in Austin suburban schools serving Arabic-speaking students
since 2009. She was unable to renew her contract with the school district because she could
not, in good conscience, sign the required certication that she does not and will not boycott
Israel.165 Speaking in a media interview,Ms. Amawi said, “You know I have to set an example
for my kids.We have got to stand up for justice, and what’s right and equal opportunity for
everybody… so I could not sign it. I was forced to resign frommy job because I will not sign
it.”166 Zachary Abdelhadi, a student at Texas State University, is another Palestinian-American
impacted by the Texas law. Because he would not submit to the law, he was prevented from
judging high school debate tournaments for the Lewisville Independent School District. Simi-
larly, Obinna Dennar, a Ph.DHistory student, had to turn down payment for judging a debate
in the Klein independent school district.

These anti-BDS laws chill, punish, or attempt to punish speakers supporting Palestinian
rights. They are part of a tapestry of laws and practices, of which the Texas anti-BDS Act is
a central piece, which are designed to silence expressive advocacy that challenges the in-
justices of Israeli state policy. Beyond the attack that anti-BDS laws have on people of color,
the broad nature of how anti-BDS laws are applied can have devastating consequences. For
example, based on amistaken application of the Texas anti-boycott law, hurricane victims in
Dickinson, Texas were required to pledge not to boycott Israel
as a condition for receiving relief aid.167

While anti-BDS laws impact the everyday lives of the people of
color, and their allies, who take a stand to defend the rights of
Palestinians, they exist within this broader social and political
context. These laws are only one component of the broader
attack on themovement for Palestinian rights that undermines
the rights of all people to boycott not only in support of the
rights of Palestinians, but other social justice issues as well.

Critical Infrastructure Bills

The Origin

In August 2016, Indigenous and allied protesters began an

2016: Standing Rock Sioux Nation resists
construction ofDakota Access Pipeline
through land covered by the 1868

Fort Laramie Treaty.

The original route was changed to
saeguard water supplies or a nearby

majority-white town.
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effort to prevent construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) that soon evolved into
a national movement referred to as #NoDAPL. Historian and Indigenous activist Nick Estes
documented his involvement with #NoDAPL in his 2019 bookOur History Is the Future, which
contains, amongmany other important stories, details o the motivations and signicance o
this movement:

This was my ourth and nal trip to Oceti Sakowin Camp, the largest o several
camps that existed at the confuence o the Cannonball andMissouri Rivers,
north of the Standing Rock Indian Reservation, from April 2016 to February
2017. Initially, the camps had been established to block construction of Energy
Transfer Partners’ $3.8 billion Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL), a 1,712-mile oil
pipeline that cut through unceded territory of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty
and crossed underMni Sose (theMissouri River) immediately upstream from
Standing Rock, threatening the reservation’s water supply. This was not just
about Standing Rock water: The pipeline crossed upriver from the Fort Ber-
thold Indian Reservation on theMissouri River, transporting oil extracted from
that reservation’s booming fracking industry. It cut under theMississippi River
at the Iowa-Illinois border, where a coalition of Indigenous peoples and white
farmers, ranchers, and environmentalists in Iowa opposed it. And it crossed
four states – North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, and Illinois. But it was Stand-
ing Rock and allied Indigenous nations, including Fort Berthold, who had put
up themost intense resistance…. The encampments were about more than
stopping a pipeline. Scattered and separated during invasion, the long-await-
ed reunication o all seven nations oDakota-, Nakota-, and Lakota-speaking
peoples hadn’t occurred in more than a hundred years, or at least seven
generations.168

Themovement was quickly misrepresented by Republicans, law enorcement ocials, and
right-wing commentators who supported a quick and uninterrupted construction of the
1,172-mile-long underground oil pipeline. State-level legislators across the country harnessed the
backlash as justication or new laws that criminalize protest activity with extreme
penalties.169

On Feb 22nd 2017, the chair of theOklahomaHouse of Representatives Committee on
Criminal Justice and Correc-
tions, Rep. Scott Biggs, intro-
duced a critical infrastructure
bill, HB 1123, to the committee,
expressly stating in response to
a question by another commit-
tee member, “Yes, [the Dakota
Access Pipeline protests] are
the main reason behind this.”170

During debate of the bill in the
committee session, Rep. Biggs
invitedmembers to join oil and
gas executives for a committee
brieng on what took place in
North Dakota.171

Dakota Access Pipeline protests at Standing Rock
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The law created a new set of criminal offenses for trespassing
on property containing “a critical inrastructure acility,” a term
dened broadly by the bill as any o 16mostly energy-related
industrial manufacturing facilities, or, in a clear allusion to the
Dakota Access Pipeline, “[a]ny aboveground portion of an oil,
gas, hazardous liquid or chemical pipeline, tank, railroad facility
or other storage acility” marked as private property.172 The
offenses carried a tremendous penalty: entering property that
has on it a critical inrastructure acility could result in a ne o
$1,000 and/or six months in jail, and causing damage on such
property could lead to 10 years in prison and a ne o up to
$100,000. 173

House Bill 1123was signed into law byOklahomaGovernor
Fallin onMay 3, 2017. Less than twoweeks later, Governor
Fallin signed another bill into law, HB 2128, to ramp up nancial
liability for individuals convicted of trespassing and for others who conspired with them.174

The Role of ALEC

A fewmonths after Oklahoma passed HB 1123 andHB 2128
into law, ALEC’s Energy, Environment and Agriculture Task
Force drafted what it called the “Critical Infrastructure Protec-
tion Act.”175 ALEC introduced it as a model bill soon after, at its
States andNation Policy Summit in Nashville, December 7-9,
2017. In a letter sent by six fossil fuel industry associations,
lobbyists, and corporations to state lawmakers on December 7,
2017, timed to coincide with ALEC’s meeting, the groups called
on state lawmakers to support ALEC’s newCritical Infrastruc-
ture legislation, arguing it would hold individuals and organiza-
tions accountable for tampering with or disrupting operations.
The fossil fuel groups added that they looked “forward to work-
ing with you as you continue to address this growing problem in
your state.”176

A fewweeks later, Grant Kidwell, director of ALEC’s Energy,
Environment and Agriculture Task Force, wrote an article for ALEC’s website. In the piece,
Kidwell specically cited pipeline protestors’ activities against Energy Transer Partners’ Da-
kota Access Pipeline as justication or the need or critical inrastructure laws. He also drew
an explicit connection betweenOklahoma’s laws and the ALECmodel legislation:

States have begun to take action in response to this disturbing trend of
trespassing, vandalism, and damage to critical infrastructure sites. In 2017,
Oklahoma enacted two new laws designed to hold individuals and conspiring
organizations criminally and civilly liable for trespassing or tampering with
critical infrastructure sites and structures. Members of the American Legisla-
tive Exchange Council drew on these two laws for the crafting of a new piece
of model policy, the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act.177

OnMarch 26, 2018,Major Thibaut, Jr., an ALEC-aliated Democratic Louisiana state leg-
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islator,178 introduced House Bill 727 to
the state’s House of Representatives.
Justifying the need to amend the critical
infrastructure bill, Thibaut told a report-
er, “I sawwhat happened in parts of the
country like North Dakota. Oklahoma
has some legislation, and this is kind of
modeled ater that.”179 The bill was intro-
duced soon after protesters in Louisiana,
inspired by earlier protests at Standing
Rock, had established a campaign to halt
construction of the 163-mile-long Bayou
Bridge oil pipeline by two ALEC-ali-
ated corporations,180 Energy Transfer
Partners and Phillips 66.181 Thibaut may
also have had in mind that Phillips 66
(and the company it was formerly owned
by, ConocoPhillips182) hadmade dona-
tions to his political campaign for several years, including the
year just prior to his bill passing into law.183 His close ties to the
companies building the critical infrastructure facilities is part of
a much larger trend: the National Institute onMoney in Politics
and Greenpeace have revealed that since 2011, 65 elected
representatives who signed on as co-authors of the Louisiana
Senate and House critical infrastructure bills received $54,851
in contributions from the two companies building the Bayou
Bridge Pipeline.184

In 2019, just months after ALEC adoptedOklahoma’s bill as
model legislation, North Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, and
Tennessee all passed critical infrastructure laws. InMissouri,
a critical infrastructure bill has passed both houses of govern-
ment and is awaiting approval by the governor. There are also
critical infrastructure bills pending in Idaho, Illinois, Kentucky,
Minnesota, andOhio.185

The Center orMedia andDemocracy has also documented ALEC aliations or sponsors
of the bills passed into law in other states, including North Dakota (Sen. JanneMyrdal, Rep.
Chuck Damschen, and Rep. Jim Schmidt),186 South Dakota (Sen. Kris Langer, Sen. RyanMa-
her, committee Vice Chair Sen. Jenna Netherton, and Sen. Al Novstrup)187 and Tennessee
(Sen. Frank Nicely).188 In Texas, two of the three sponsors of the state’s critical infrastructure
bill, passed in spring 2019, have documented ALEC ties. 189

Critical Infrastructure Laws’ Impact on People of Color

As illustrated above, the Louisiana law emerged in the wake of the #NoDAPLmovement, as
part of a coordinated national effort by fossil fuel industry interests, supported by ALEC, to
criminalize environmental and Indigenous protests against their infrastructure projects. It is
therefore no coincidence that, just days after it was enacted, the Louisiana lawwas invoked

Since #NoDAPL in 2016, 11 ALEC-afliated
lawmakers have been lead sponsors on
critical infrastructure bills that passed
into law in North Dakota, South Dakota,

Tennessee and Texas.

No Bayou Bridge protesters stage direct action to stop
construction along the pipeline route, 2018.
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by a private security company working in tandemwith local law enforcement at the behest of
the private corporations building the Bayou Bridge pipeline.190

AnneWhite Hat, one of the Indigenous womenwho have been central to the leadership of
the campaign to stop construction of the Bayou Bridge Pipeline in Louisiana, said of the law:

The goal of this unconstitutional law is to further corporate interests and
silence Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities that take a stand for the
rights of ourMother Earth that we human beings depend upon for our exis-
tence.While our leadership ignores the growing climate chaos, ALEC and its
“Big Oil” partners can try to leverage America’s pay-to-play politics to silence
us – but wewill ght this on the ront lines and in the courts.191

Meg Logue, a local activist with 350NewOrleans, said of the law, “ALEC-inspired HB 727
was a thinly veiled attempt to equate the peaceful, prayerful re-
sistance of water protectors to terrorism, and hyper-criminalize
our work accordingly. Our legislators jeopardize our democracy
by bending toward the priorities of corporations while under-
mining the people’s right to sel-determination and justice.”192

As detailed in Section 3, the initial draft of House Bill 727
contained amendments to Louisiana’s critical infrastructure
law that were evenmore draconian than either theOklahoma
or ALECmodel legislation. For example, HB 727 included a
far-reaching conspiracy offense which provided that if two or
more persons conspired to commit unauthorized entry (here-
tofore a misdemeanor trespass), even without actually commit-
ting the trespass, they could be imprisoned with or without hard
labor or up to ve years and ned up to $10,000.193

As the bill progressed through the House
and Senate in Louisiana, opponents of the bill
began to raise serious doubts about it. An-
other climate activist with 350NewOrleans,
Alicia Cooke, told a reporter covering the
situation, “How do you prove that someone
is conspiring to trespass on property? Versus
conspiring to gather near property?”194 The
many concerns raised by opponents of the
bill, particularly the conspiracy component,
resulted in this provision, and others, being
removed before passage.

Unlike theOklahoma law, HB 727 contains
no outer bounds to its denition o pipelines,
and thus includes all portions of the 125,000
miles of pipelines in the state, most of which
run underground.195 According to a legal
challenge to HB 727, led by the Center or
Constitutional Rights in support of Anne

#BlockALEC Protesters outside ALEC Annual Meeting in Austin,
TX 2019 (L-R) Jennifer Falcon, AnneWhite Hat, Meg Logue.
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Muslims subverting American law.” See urther at: Hélène Barthélemy, “Anti-Muslim anatic David Horowitz speaks at infuential American
Legislative Exchange Council,” February 5, 2018, https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/02/05/anti-sharia-law-bills-united-states.
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77 Weyrich infamously told a gathering of conservative evangelicals, “Nowmany of our Christians have what I call the goo-goo syndrome
— good government. They want everybody to vote. I don’t want everybody to vote. Elections are not won by amajority of people, they never
have been from the beginning of our country and they are not now. As a matter of fact, our leverage in the elections quite candidly goes up
as the voting populace goes down.” Accessible at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GBAsFwPglw.

78 Lieway Research, “Evangelical Attitudes Towards Israel Research Study: Evangelical Attitudes Towards Israel and the Peace Process,”
2017, available at: http://lifewayresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Evangelical-Attitudes-Toward-Israel-Research-Study-Report.
pdf.

White Hat, 350NewOrleans, and others, the open-ended and
ar-reaching denition not only lends itsel to misuse by law
enforcement as a pretext for targeting a wide range of protest
activity, but renders the law unconstitutionally vague and over-
broad.196

White Hat, who is also the lead plaintiff in the aforementioned
case, was arrested on September 18, 2018, after leading a
prayer ceremony at a boat launch near St. Martinville, Louisiana.
She was charged with two felony counts under the critical in-
frastructure law for unauthorized entry that allegedly occurred
on September 3, 2018, near a pipeline construction site in the
Atchaalaya Basin. As outlined in the court ling:

White Hat had been present on the property in question
as aWater Protector with the permission of co-owners.
She engaged in non-violent protest against andmonitoring of the pipeline
project and was trying to raise awareness about the fact that the pipeline
was being constructed on the property illegally, a act later conrmed as the
company was found by a Louisiana court to have been trespassing at the time.
White Hat is currently facing the possibility of prosecution for the two felony
charges that are subject to a combined 10 years imprisonment. The pending
charges have affected her life and her ability to engage in further
demonstrations.197

So far, more than a dozen arrests have beenmade of peaceful protesters, as well as a jour-
nalist covering the events, who were charged with felonies for acts that would have been
charged as misdemeanor trespass before August 1, 2018 (and only if those arrested did not
have permission or a legal right to remain on the property in the rst place). They now ace
the possibility o prosecution and, i ound guilty, up to ve years in prison (per oense) and
heavy nes. Many o these arrests took place on property upon which a court in December
2018 ruled that the pipeline company itself was trespassing,198 while the protesters had
obtained permission of co-owners of the property to be there.
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W hile ALEC has had success for many years pursuing its agenda, it is not without vulner-
abilities. Advocates, activists, andmovements seeking to push back against its corpo-

rate-rst, racist agenda can takemeaningul action to resist ALEC’s infuence over law and
policy-making and reclaim the people’s right to self-determination.

This section is designed to acilitate generative strategizing or advocates. Specically, in the
spirit of cross-movement solidarity, this section will draw on past successes by progressive
grassroots movements for social justice across issue areas – often but not always battling
ALEC-sponsored legislation – to suggest a way forward to reclaim our law and policy-making
spaces from corporate control.

Political Advocacy Opportunities

With an increased presence of progressive politicians in federal and state legislatures, there
are a growing number of opportunities to take on corporate control of legislative deci-
sion-making through political advocacy.

Calling on Elected Ocials and Corporations to Cut Ties with ALEC

As demonstrated by the group Stand Up to ALEC,199 a viable advocacy approach is to make
sure state lawmakers know that their constituents do not
want them associating with ALEC. Key times to mobilize
constituents to register their concerns about ALECwith
their representatives are during political primaries, in the
lead-up to state elections, and in the recess period before
state legislatures convene.

Although it is not always easy to knowwhether an elected
state lawmaker is a member of ALEC (as explained above,
ALEC does not identify its members are unless they are
part of an ALEC Task Force), groups like Stand Up to
ALEC,200 the Center forMedia and Democracy,201 and
Documented202 have all compiled information that can be
used to identiy whether a state lawmaker has aliations
with ALEC, and how deep those aliations run.

Similarly, as illustrated by the successful advocacy of
Color of Change and other public interest groups, advo-
cates can have a signicant impact on ALEC’s activities
by undertaking sustained public pressure campaigns on
corporate members to withdraw their membership.203

Fighting Laws in Committee

Each state legislature has its own legislative process.
However, across legislatures, beore bills are nalized or
a vote, they may be reerred to issue-specic committees.
The legislators forming each committee scrutinize a bill’s
contents before voting to approve or deny advancement
of the bill. Importantly, at this stage of the legislative pro- Protester at #AbolishALEC protest outside ALEC Annual

Meeting in NewOrleans, 2018.

Photo:Tara
T
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cess, bills can be amended; i advocates are unable to stop an ALEC bill altogether, they can
still focus efforts on altering its contents.

The Louisiana Critical infrastructure Law
discussed in Section 2 of this report was
originally muchmore expansive and pu-
nitive than the nal bill as passed. It was
weakened in committee in response to
advocacy by organizers and activists from
350NewOrleans and other groups that
intervened to urge the elimination of a
number of its provisions.

Originally, the bill contained language to
allow for imprisonment for up to 12 years
and a ne o $250,000 or merely conspiring to interere with the operations or construction
of a pipeline, and aminimum prison term for trespassing on a pipeline construction site.204

The advocates successfully pressed to have these provisions removed and other language
added prohibiting use of the law to criminalize or prevent a) lawful and peaceful protest on
matters o public interest; and b) recreational and commercial activities in the area, including
crawshing.205

A Role for Attorneys General

Civil society organizations often pressure state attorneys general to defend their state
residents against discriminatory or harmful policies and laws. In recent months and years,
civil society organizations have successfully rallied state attorneys general to exercise their
robust legal authority to refute several policies put forth by the Trump administration that
would have a harmful impact on their residents.

In the immigration context, for example, the National Immigration LawCenter has issued
guidance to attorneys general encouraging them to protect immigrants from the Trump
administration’s targeted attacks.206 In Colorado, the Colorado People’s Alliance has urged
Attorney General Cynthia Coffman to protect the rights of recipients of Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), despite threats from the federal government to repeal the
program protecting undocumented students.207 Similarly, in the case of California’s sanctu-
ary laws, California’s attorney general has vowed to protect the state’s sanctuary laws and
“deend them against the U.S. Justice Department’s lawsuits.”208 In both instances, state
attorneys general have been pressured by, but also worked with, groups like the Service Em-
ployees International Union.

State attorneys general have also played critical roles in opposing the administration’s roll-
back of labor protections,209 Trump’sMuslim Ban,210 and net neutrality repeal.211

When unable to prevent ALECmodel legislation from becoming law, advocates can appeal
to state attorneys general to not enforce ALEC-originated laws given their undemocratic
origins.When a law is not in the interest of a state’s population and did not originate with the
will of that population, the attorney general should not view it as a legitimate and enforce-
able statute.

When a law is not in the interest of a 
state’s population and did not originate 

with the will of that population, the  
attorney general should not view it as a 

legitimate and enforceable statute
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State attorneys general may also examine whether ALEC, as a 501 (c) (3) non-prot organi-
zation, is operating in accordance with relevant state laws governing the activities of chari-
table organizations within their state. Again, advocates and cooperating movement lawyers
can play an integral role in activating political opinion in favor of attorneys general taking
such action.

Legislative instruments for transparency and accountability 

OpenMeetings Laws

Public access to agencies, boards, committees, and other government bodies is governed by
a category of laws known as openmeetings laws. These laws allow constituents to attend—
and scrutinize — government meetings.212 Most openmeeting statutes prohibit members of
local government bodies not just rom conducting ocial meetings in secret, but also rom
conducting inormal, out-o-session “meetings” outside o the public eye as well.213

According to these laws, such inormal meetings are typically dened by their purpose, to
perform public business, and are presumed to be open to the public.214 Legislative and exec-
utive bodies are required to publish an advance notice of certain proceedings, such as formal
rulemaking hearings, enforcement proceedings, and other administrative matters, so that
the public can plan to attend.215 In some instances, these laws also entitle the public to copies
of minutes, transcripts, or recordings.216

Openmeetings laws do have several critical exemptions that shield government bodies from
transparency requirements. Meetings are allowed to remain closed when dealing with cer-
tain sensitive subject matters, including “pending litigation, the purchase of real estate, and
ocial misconduct.”217 Meetings are also allowed to remain closed to the public when dealing
with private inormation about an individual, trade secrets, or other condential inormation.

Openmeetings laws can support the work of advocates when there is suspicion that ALEC is
meeting with a quorum of lawmakers from a state public body out of the public view.While
openmeetings laws vary from state to state, generally any meeting of a quorum of members
o a state public entity is subject to disclosure requirements. For more specic inormation
on the rules and regulations governing each state, see the Reporters Committee for Free-
dom o the Press’s “OpenGovernment Guide.”218

Lobbying Registries

ALEC is classied as a 501(c)(3) public charity with the IRS and thereore is subject to strong
restrictions on the amount of lobbying it is permitted to engage in. However, the organiza-
tion appears to exist for the sole purpose of facilitating private corporate lobbying of state
legislators.219 To that end, in April 2012, CommonCause led a complaint against ALEC
charging it with misusing charity laws, massively underreporting lobbying activities, and ob-
taining improper tax breaks for corporate funders at the expense of taxpayers.220

Lobbying registration is regulated both federally and locally.221 Lobbying registries vary great-
ly between states as each state denes a lobby or a lobbyist very dierently.222 In 2015, the
Sunlight Foundation published a lobbying disclosure scoreboard ranking of all 50 states.223 For
example, ALEC is registered in Virginia224 and is subject to relevant provisions of theCode of
Virginia, however, the state’s disclosure requirements on political activity are relatively lax.225
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Public Records

All states have public records laws that allowmembers of the public to obtain public records
from state and local government bodies. Broadly, there are many barriers to obtaining ac-
cess to government records or to certain areas of government. ALEC has taken advantage of
these barriers, such as records exemptions, to inltrate local government bodies across the
country without public scrutiny.

In 2013, the Center forMedia andDe-
mocracy suedWisconsin state Senator
Leah Vukmir over her failure to disclose
ALEC-relatedmaterials underWiscon-
sin’s records law.226 Through the litiga-
tion, it was made clear that ALEC at-
tempts to seal its documents by arguing
that they are “internal ALEC documents,”
which “ALEC believed is not subject to
disclosure under any state Freedom of
Inormation or Public Records Act.”227

Vukmir andWisconsin Attorney General J.B. Van Hollen’s Department of Justice took the
unprecedented position of arguing that Vukmir is immune from suit during her two-year leg-
islative term. After a year of litigation, Vukmir settled with the Center forMedia and Democ-
racy and released the documents at issue.228

Filing public records requests, backed up by public interest litigation, has been successful in
revealing ALEC’s inner workings, members, and schedules. In 2019, Documented obtained a
list of members on the ALECCommerce, Insurance and Economic Development Task Force
through anOhio public records request.229 Similarly, in anticipation of the Republican Attor-
neys General Association (RAGA)’s “Oil and Gas Summit” in Houston, Texas, Documented
obtained a copy of a heavily redacted draft agenda through a public records request to the
oce o the North Dakota Attorney General.230

For more specic inormation on which state open records laws cover legislators, reer to
the Reporters Committee or Freedom o the Press’s “OpenGovernment Guide.”231 In states
where public records laws do cover legislators, advocates can use these laws to seek commu-
nications between ALEC and state lawmakers.

Disclosure of Legislators’ Expenditures and Tax Documents

Financial disclosure laws provide constituents with the tools to track conficts o interest be-
tween a candidate or oceholder and their respective personal nancial interests, or those
o their donors, and the politician’s policy positions or actions in oce.232 These laws are
meant to protect transparency and engender trust in politicians and in their policies.

In about two-thirds o states, nancial disclosure orms or candidates and oceholders are
available online. In the other third o states, records are accessible by ling an in-person re-
quest. In some states, ocials processing record requests are mandated to veriy the names
and addresses of all those making a request, andmandate that requests be handwritten.233

Disclosure laws can help advocates seek information about expenditures lawmakers make in
relation to ALECmeetings.
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‘Revolving Door’ Bans

“Revolving door” bans orbid departing public ocials rom lobbying or a period o time
ater leaving public oce. The laws are designed to prevent state ocials acting in a way a-
vorable to a lobbyist in return for private employment after leaving public service. The length
of such bans varies depending on the state, and there are various nuances in some states’
laws. There are also restrictions at the federal level.234

Revolving door bans provide some support to advocates in monitoring whether state law-
makers are operating ethically or are making decisions that favor ALECmembers in return
for future employment in the private sector. Review the different state laws on revolving
door bans at the National Conference of State Legislatures website.235

‘Confict o Interest’ Laws

Confict o interest laws are designed to ensure lawmakers make decisions in the public
interest rather than or their own personal nancial gain. States have widely varying ethics
requirements for lawmakers, but generally all have public entities mandated to investigate
allegations o confict o interest violations. These confict o interest laws provide an avenue
for investigating lawmakers when advocates suspect unethical conduct by an elected legisla-
tor. Review the related section of the National Conference of State Legislatures website for
more information.236

Continuing the Fight at the International Level 

UN Treaty on Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises

Since the late 1990s, public health and corporate accountability advocates frommore than
100 countries have pushedmember states of the United Nations to establish a robust
international framework to regulate the tobacco industry. This effort has largely been led
by two civil society networks: the Framework Convention Alliance (FCA) and the Network
for Accountability of Tobacco Transnationals (NATT).237 The NATT in particular, coordinated
by U.S.-based Corporate Accountability
International with over 100members in
more than 50 countries, was pivotal in
ensuring that countries adopted a provi-
sion in the UN Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control (FCTC) limiting the role
of the tobacco industry in formulating na-
tional health policies. Civil society groups
successfully argued, on the strength of ev-
idence exposed by litigation in the U.S. and
elsewhere, that tobacco companies have a
clear confict o interest when ormulating
health and other policies, and have regu-
larly sought to derail regulation of tobacco
products.

NATT and FCA’s success in limiting the
tobacco industry’s capture of health Treaty Alliance members at UN negotiations, 2017.
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policy formulation has inspired activists and organizers to campaign for a similar UN human
rights treaty to regulate corporate abuses of human rights generally. The Treaty Alliance, a
loose campaign endorsed bymore than a thousand organizations in over 100 countries, has
successully encouraged states to include a “corporate capture” provision into the text o an
international treaty. In its most recent draft, UN treaty draft Article 5.5 reads: “In setting and
implementing their public policies...State Parties shall act to protect these policies from com-
mercial and other vested interests o persons conducting business activities….”238

States drating this treaty have drawn rom the language o the FCTC, which refects the call
that someUNmember states, the FCTC Secretariat, and civil society organizations have
made in the annual negotiations that take place at the UN.239 In repeatedly calling over sever-
al years for this provision to be included in the future UN treaty, the Center for Constitution-
al Rights has several timesmade explicit mention of ALEC’s legacy of corporate capture, and
particularly pointed to the eects o its infuence on people o color.240
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To State Governmental Authorities 

State Lawmakers:

Do not associate with ALEC.

Disclose current and past aliations with ALEC. Release public inormation detailing
attendance at ALEC convenings, participation in ALEC Task Forces, and communications
with or acilitated by ALEC ocials.

Amend state openmeetings laws to ensure they cover lawmakers’ activities
at ALECmeetings.

Amend state open records laws permitting public access to information
andmaterials relating to all interactions between ALEC and lawmakers.

Attorneys General

● Investigate whether ALEC’s lobbying activities violate state laws governing
the activities of charitable organizations.

District Attorneys and Prosecutors

● Use prosecutorial discretion to refuse to criminally prosecute individuals under statutes drawn from
ALECmodel legislation.

To ALEC

Disband all ALEC Task Force groups and do not accept lawmakers as members.

Make publicly available online the full archives of all proposed and
passed ALECmodel legislation, including sponsors.

Make publicly available online a comprehensive list of current and past
legislative and corporate members.

RECOMMEnDaTiOnS

To Federal Governmental Authorities 

Internal Revenue Service

Investigate whether ALEC’s lobbying activities violate federal laws governing
the activities of charitable organizations.
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To the Private Sector 

Journalists andMedia Organizations

Closely investigate the connections that conservative and pro-corporate state laws
have to ALEC’s members, Task Force activities, annual meetings, andmodel legislation.

Track bills across state legislatures that have originated from ALECmodel legislation.

Cover ALEC convenings, and publish as much information as possible.

Utilize public records requests to obtain any internal ALEC documents, communications,
and information that are in the public interest to publish.

Funder Organizations and Other Financial
Supporters of Progressive Activism and Organizing

Prioritize unding or organizations ghting corporate capture, with special consideration
given to Black, Indigenous, female, queer, and/or immigrant-led organizations that adopt
an intersectional critique of corporate capture.

To Progressive Lawmakers  
in the U.S. Congress 

Hold hearings on the negative and widespread impact of ALEC’s activities
on people o color across the U.S., with rsthand testimony rom racial justice,
Indigenous, and Palestinian rights organizations.

Formally inquire into whether the Internal Revenue Service has begun investigating
whether ALEC’s lobbying activities violate federal laws governing the
activities of charitable organizations.

To Public Interest Organizations

Organizers andMovement Groups

Continue cross-movement organizing to focus attention on ALEC.

Continue pressing state lawmakers to not associate with ALEC.

Progressive Social Justice Organizations

Focus research, advocacy, and legal activities on the impact ALEC has on people of color, beyond just
the impacts ALEC’s activities have on democracy and good governance.

Photo Citations

Pages 62-63 "People protesting the Dakota Access Pipeline, 2016" by Pax Ahimsa Gethen is licensed by CCBY-SA 4.0.
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